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SpaceDawgs ($DAWGS) is a utility meme token with the primary goal to put crypto in 
the hands of every person on Earth. $DAWGS will have a multi-asset, multi-chain digital 
wallet and a related Space Card that will be disruptive with cutting-edge technology and 
usability. $DAWGS tokenomics are well suited for the mission and have built-in rewards 
for holders, burn, DAO, and charity contribution. The $DAWGS contract was a fair launch 
on Uniswap on July 7th and renounced on July 9th.

Vision Statement
SpaceDawgs is a crypto/financial utility project, built to empower users to invest and 
transact conveniently and easily while supporting planetary wellbeing.
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Community is at the heart of the SpaceDawgs project. Beginning with a 
core team who crafted the project’s vision and are responsible for driving the project’s 
roadmap, the SpaceDawgs community has rapidly grown into a decentralized movement 
of content creators, technologists, prominent crypto community members, and 
most importantly, holders. The SpaceDawgs community serves as a cornerstone of 
knowledge-sharing, diversity, network connections, and expertise.

Sustainability SpaceDawgs is built on the Ethereum network, which will be 
moving to Proof of Stake (PoS) mining in the coming months. This will result in a level of 
energy consumption per transaction that uses 30,000x less energy than Bitcoin. 

SpaceDawgs has a built-in charity, funded through transactions, that supports various 
clean water initiatives worldwide. SpaceDawgs is also a member of the Crypto Climate 
Accord.

Asset Growth With ambitious goals, SpaceDawgs seeks to appreciate 
in value and provide an continually evolving set of financial products and services to 
the world. In our current economy of ever-printed money, we believe a limited-supply 
deflationary token with holder rewards functionality, like SpaceDawgs, is well positioned 
for future growth.
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Values

Utility The creation of SpaceDawgs was inspired by the fun world of meme coins 
and exciting breakthroughs in the realm of decentralized finance (DeFi). In addition to 
the global cultural icon of SpaceDawgs, we created an investable asset with sound 
tokenomics that rewards holders financially and socially, coupled with an ever-expanding 
platform of financial utility for users. The first utility components will include a digital 
crypto wallet leveraging Open-Transactions technology to power a family of crypto 
custody cards. Following this, we plan to roll out DeFi crypto credit/debit cards linked to 
the SpaceDawgs ecosystem.



Platform Building from a foundation that is both financially accretive and socially 
responsible, SpaceDawgs will add progressive utility and value to the ecosystem by 
building out the following platform.

The digital asset is designed to serve as a store of value and a medium of exchange. 
Based on the Ethereum network ERC-20 standard, the $DAWGS token serves as the 
bedrock element of the SpaceDawgs technology ecosystem.

The Dawgs Wallet uses Open-Transactions technology, 
developed by our partners at MatterFi. Open-Transactions 
is a collaborative, open-source effort to develop a robust, 
commercial-grade technology stack, consisting of cryptography, 
software applications, servers, APIs, GUIs, and protocols that 
enable the creation of a broad class of financial instruments 
and decentralized financial functions. OT technology represents 
a major leap forward in security, enabling true, on-chain self-
custody and providing best-in-class privacy and security.

The Dawgs Wallet enables in-wallet, off-chain cryptographic 
voting, which empowers community decision-making as well as 
SpaceDawgs DAO governance.  All votes can be tracked and 
tabulated in a transparent fashion and in real time.

Through an exclusive partnership with MatterFi, SpaceDawgs will also be providing Dawgs 
Wallets to other meme coin partners. We look forward to bringing advanced DeFi utility 
to other quality meme projects seeking to offer their communities a best-in-class user 
experience.

$DAWGS

Dawgs Wallet
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By the fourth quarter of 2021, it is projected that wallet owners will have access to a 
completely secure, Dawg-branded, credit-card-like device that is linked to their Dawgs 
Wallet. Any wallet asset can be transacted via a card tap, controlled through the wallet 
owner’s phone.

Space Card

Security A lost card is useless to anyone else since they do not have the user’s 
mobile phone or the user’s unique pin code to access the card. Users can purchase 
a new card for a small replacement fee and re-create their account using their seed 
phrase or re-create their account from their seed on their mobile wallet. This is the 
future of mobile (offline) cold wallet usage — secure on-chain custody held offline 
using the Space Card digital safe.
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Coinbase Card Space Card

Keeps your valuable crypto 
assets safe and not on a 
hackable exchange

Allows you to easily swap 
and spend any coins on 
approved blockchains

Protects your privacy by 
not having trackable public 
wallet addresses

Credit and debit card 
functionality

Escalating card status and 
rewards based on holdings

Reserve your preffered 
card number via an NFT 
function 
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Tokenomics

• 1 trillion $DAWGS
• Fair launch
• No pre-sale
• 2.5% transaction fee, divided as follows:
 · 1.00% - $DAWGS holders rewards
 · 0.75% - Burn
 · 0.25% - Charity
 · 0.25% - DAO
 · 0.25% - Developers

$DAWGS: a store of value, a medium of exchange

$DAWGS holders rewards
0.5% of every $DAWGS transfer is distributed evenly to all holders of $DAWGS. Additionally, 
0.5% is distributed from the DAO and Charity wallets evenly among holders of $DAWGS at 
key project milestones and events.

Burn
0.75% of every $DAWGS transfer is removed from circulation, making $DAWGS a 
deflationary asset. 
Burned tokens are sent to 0x0000..000 - https://etherscan.io/token/0x9f8eef61b1ad834b-
44c089dbf33eb854746a6bf9?a=0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Charity
0.5% of every $DAWGS transfer is distributed to the SpaceDawgs charity wallet 0x0aF7CE-
4Da2AE1D2eb4F31E8935728Dbcf54aF5d5 to fund the SpaceDawgs charity initiatives. Half 
of all charity fees are provided as key project milestone redistributions to all holders.
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DAO
0.5% of every $DAWGS transfer is distributed to the SpaceDawgs DAO wallet 0x0fe53E-
a2b9cf5411CE79BD0D57dFaA1789AeFbB5. The mission of the SpaceDawgs DAO is to 
spearhead the development of DeFi offerings to SpaceDawgs users, harness input and 
feedback from the broader SpaceDawgs community, and provide operational support to 
the SpaceDawgs charity. Half of all DAO fees are provided as key project milestone redis-
tributions to all holders. The timing to distribute fees to holders will be initiated through 
voting by all $DAWGS holders, using the SpaceDawgs wallet.

Developers
0.25% of every $DAWGS transfer is distributed to the SpaceDawgs Developer fund wallet 
0xc52Bdc8e2f9D72bC01552E9DA0fEe2EdeEb5179e

1.8%
SpaceDawgs Burn Function
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Phase 1  (Now)

• $DAWGS token deployed to Ethereum main net

• $DAWGS marketing initial activation

• Deployment of contract to Uniswap decentralized exchange

• Launch on initial centralized crypto exchanges

• Light Paper release

• Coingecko listing

Phase 2  (Wallet Development)

• Development of SpaceDawgs wallet

• Onboarding payments processor partners

• Creation of “card reservation” NFTs

• CoinMarketCap listing

Phase 3  (Custody Card Delivery)

• Crypto custody cards delivered to initial users

• SpaceDawgs staking mechanism implemented

• SpaceDawgs wallet released to iOS App Store

• Rollout of SpaceDawgs server farm

• Integration of SpaceDawgs partner bank

Phase 4  (DeFi Visa Delivery)

• Initial users receive SpaceDawgs debit/credit Visa cards

• “Purchase crypto using fiat” functionality available to users

Roadmap
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Disclaimer
This Light Paper is not comprehensive and not a contractual agreement. The primary 
purpose is to provide potential partners and investors with information in order to help 
them make informed decisions. This Light Paper may contain forward-looking statements 
that are based on beliefs and opinions, and may prove to be inaccurate.
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